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About the Report
The BOSS Group and Cella are thrilled to bring you the 2018 In-House Creative Industry Report,
which benchmarks the in-house creative community and reports on strategies that leaders can use
to guide the path of their departments/agencies. Benchmarking will help identify gaps in an
organization and generate potential paths and solutions, but personal, innovative thinking and
institutional knowledge should not be eliminated from the process.
We hope the data and insights included in this report continue to provide a source of validation and
direction, contributing to a more effective and efficient operating model. The report is published
annually, and we welcome your insights and ideas to help us continually improve the report.
The In-House Creative Industry Report was first published in 2010 following a collaboration between
InSource and Cella based on the shared goals of providing in-house creative leaders with a resource
to support and inform their decision making, as well as tracking and reporting industry trends.

Survey Respondents
More than 425 leaders from creative teams and in-house agencies responded to our survey
conducted in January 2018. These leaders represent Fortune 1000 companies, as well as middle
market and not-for-profit organizations and span multiple industries including, but not limited to,
banking/financial services, consumer products, education, health care, manufacturing, technology
and software. More information about the demographics of our survey respondents is available
in the Appendix.

Perspectives from the Field
Included in this report are four Perspectives from the Field articles written by in-house creative
leaders on shared challenges and goals across the industry.* We asked these leaders to share
their stories covering in-house transformation, branding in-house creative departments, global
considerations for expanding an in-house agency, and content management and automation
principles.
www.cellaconsulting.com/Content-and-Community/Perspectives-From-the-Field/

Resource Links
New Resource Links for 2018

Previous Resource Links

© 2018 The BOSS Group and Cella Consulting, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
* The opinions expressed in these articles are those of the writers and do not necessarily reflect the views of The BOSS Group or Cella.
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Executive Summary
Survey Evolution Goals

New and Noteable Benchmarks

It’s hard to believe we’ve been publishing the In-House
Creative Industry Report for eight years. Loyal followers
of the report have likely noticed that each year our report
has grown—sometimes in page length and always in
number of questions (this year 125 were included!). We
recognize that this growth comes at the expense of the
time of report respondents, and we’ve been fortunate to
experience strong participation year over year despite
this. That said, we recognize it’s time to retire some
questions—potentially bringing them back every other year
to confirm steady state. This will allow us to add new
questions and go deeper on the latest trends and areas of
interest such as agile, account and project management
practices and emerging technologies without requesting
even more time of survey respondents.

This year three new questions were included in the
survey, and topics ranged from the IHA’s level of strategic
partnership, level of effort across Tiers 1-3, and the
background of IHA leaders.
Responses that we found noteworthy include:
•

14% of IHAs indicate that on the scale of order
taker to strategic partner, they identify as an
“organizational strategic partner,” in which they
are primarily a Tier 1 agency and are considered
a key stakeholder in marketing and branding
initiatives (pg. 11)

•

The amount of time spent on Tier 1 projects was
not disproportionately higher than time spent
on projects of lower complexities (pg. 30). One
potential factor is that while Tier 2 and Tier 3
projects may not be creatively complex, that does
not preclude them from requiring significant
amounts of time.

•

Approximately 40% of teams consider themselves
to be more print-based, and almost as many
consider themselves equally split between print
and digital projects. The remaining 23% identify
their teams as primarily digitally-focused (pg. 33).

•

35% of teams providing video services are
shooting in 4K (pg. 35).

Year-Over-Year Surprising Changes
More in-house agencies (IHAs) than ever (83%) indicated
that they report into marketing, communications or
another department/division that is a strategic alignment
for in-house agencies. Being aligned within these divisions
typically creates greater opportunity to partner earlier in
the project lifecycle and support Tier 1 projects.
There was a 10% increase in more flexible schedules with
70% of teams able to either on a regular or ad hoc basis
work a non-standard schedule. Likewise, the ability to
work remotely has continued to grow (pg. 13).
The number of projects mega teams (50+ team members)
complete each year had a clear majority response for the
first time with 30% of teams responding they complete
more than 8,000 projects in a year. The remaining 70% of
mega teams’ responses came in across the full spectrum
of ranges (pg. 30). That said, the sample size of this
audience is small, (23) therefore this response tells us
more about the varying levels of project complexities
these teams likely work on than it identifies a norm.
There was a significant increase in the percentage of
in-house agencies providing banner ads and other artwork
for website use (from 2% to 85%), as well as in teams
creating HTML emails (3% to 66%) (pg. 32). This increase
has us stumped; it seems more likely that teams
overlooked the specifics of the question choices in the
previous year than an increase this substantial occurred,
especially given the basic capability of providing
PhotoShop graphics for use on digital platforms.

Other Points of Interest
•

More teams (43%) are being asked to benchmark
their costs against those of an external agency
(pg. 15); potentially related is that fewer IHAs are
finding a benefit of a chargeback funding model
to include value recognition (pg. 18).

•

Again this year we see a surprising amount
of confidence in the available talent in the
marketplace (pg. 24). This may be due to the
low number of openings in-house agencies have
each year as attrition remains incredibly low
(5%) for most teams, and thus the endeavor of
finding candidates is infrequent and therefore not
considered painful.

•

Only 14% of IHAs do not support social media in
any form (pg. 33).

•

7 out of 10 IHAs now provide video services—
this is up from 5 out of 10 in 2015 (pg. 34).
Approximately 40% of teams have at least four
people providing video capabilities.

www.cellaconsulting.com • www.thebossgroup.com
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HIGHLIGHTS
FROM THE
2018 REPORT

434

IN-HOUSE
CREATIVE TEAMS
ARE REPRESENTED

CREATIVE LEADERS

25
OVER

9

CAN UTILIZE
FREELANCERS

INDUSTRIES
REPRESENTED

CREATIVE TEAM MEMBERS

97% 81%

OF TEAMS
WILL GROW
OR STAY THE
SAME SIZE

33+67+A
74+26+B
71+29+A

<45

REGULARLY WORK
LESS THAN 45
HOURS PER WEEK

74%

71%

77%

10

of in-house teams partner with
external agencies

43%
10%
66%

HAVE HAD TO PROVIDE COST
COMPARISONS BETWEEN
EXTERNAL AGENCIES

460+540=

CREATIVE LEADERS

33%

OUT OF

HAVE TEAM MEMBERS IN
MORE THAN ONE LOCATION

ARE SATISFIED IN THEIR
CURRENT ROLES

ONLY

SPENT MORE
ON PRINTING
YEAR OVER YEAR

COMMISSION
CUSTOM
PHOTOGRAPHY
AT LEAST ANNUALLY

ALMOST 2/3
DO NOT HAVE ENOUGH TIME
TO DEVELOP TEAM MEMBERS

ARE CONFIDENT IN THE
JOB MARKET FOR
JOBS SIMILAR TO
THEIR OWN

31%

OF THE FORTUNE 500
PARTICIPATED

Do you have a dedicated resource managing your
project management tool?

18 %
have a tool
administrator

83%

16 %

53%

69 %

have a dedicated
or hybrid project
management tool
administrator role

have
a DAM
librarian

have a hybrid
role with other
functional
responsibilities

have a dedicated
or hybrid DAM
librarian role

OF IN-HOUSE
TEAMS SUPPORT
ADVERTISING

850+150=

85%
71%

PROVIDE VIDEO
PRODUCTION
SERVICES

Do you have a dedicated resource managing your
DAM system?

83 %

65 %
have a hybrid
role with other
functional
responsibilities

91%

IDENTIFY BRAND
KNOWLEDGE AS
PART OF THEIR VALUE
PROPOSITION

PROVIDE
GRAPHIC
CONTENT FOR
SOCIAL MEDIA

Video Editing
Location Videography
Webcasting
2-D Video Graphics
Studio Videography
3-D Video Graphics

How many utilize management systems?

57%

78%

285+215=

390+110=

DIGITAL ASSET

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

69% USE HD
RESOLUTION TO
SHOOT AND EDIT
IN, WHILE 35%
ARE USING 4K

HD 69%
4K 35%

600+400=

53%

have dedicated account
and/or project managers

85%

have some level of
processes documented

$81-100

MOST
COMMON BLENDED
CHARGEBACK RATE

PERSPECTIVE FROM THE FIELD

Block Kryptonite, Enhance Superpowers

In-house transformation. Value-seeking. Driving efficiency. Generating creative
power. All major initiatives in our industry over the past 5-10 years.
If you’re a leader of any sized in-house agency (IHA), you know that the in-house movement has made
tremendous advances the past decade. We’re more business-focused; we have improved workflow processes,
organization and talent; and we’re functioning more collaboratively within our teams and across the industry.
Not least, our creative power is skyrocketing! You also know the concept of transforming a creative servicebureau into a fully functional (and valuable) IHA is at once exciting and frightening. However, what you may
not have heard as much about: we’re living on the edge.
If we’re going to truly and collectively smash through the barriers and perceptions of old, we have to
continue making major advancements and improvements in our mindsets, our habits and our perspectives.
And that starts with acknowledging our Superpowers and the alternatives to those powers—our Kryptonite.
Because the same habits and skills that make us powerful as an industry can do us in.

IHA Superpowers Bind Us All
As in-house agencies, we share these significant strengths:

Proximity: We’re on the inside—close to all the people, products and processes that make
our companies great.
Longevity: The average turnover in our business is only 5%. That longevity translates into
incredible smarts and experience.

Institutional Knowledge: The fact that we’re close to the business and have teams who
have worked at our companies for many years gives us unmatched knowledge about how
things work. That’s a great Superpower!

6
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But Don’t Forget About Kryptonite
Beware, our strengths, over-expressed, can become our weaknesses. We don’t want to let our weaknesses
stagnate and begin to define us.

Myopia: If we’re too close for too long, our frame of reference shrinks. We must take great care in IHAs to
ensure we see outside-in views as clearly as our inside-in proximity provides.
Dysfunction: The longer we stay in one place, the more likely it is that junk will collect. This is not to
say that all long-standing items, habits or people—the results of longevity—are bad. Quite the contrary.
But habits, processes and capabilities must not stand idle, or they become junk.
Institutionalized Thinking: A great example of institutionalized thinking is in the movie “The
Shawshank Redemption,” a brilliant story about people with great institutional knowledge, in this case
of a prison, who are ultimately incapable of functioning outside that institution. We must always bring an
inside-out perspective to our in-house teams, and never become institutionalized.

Here are my suggestions to avoid these Kryptonite traps.
The solutions are simple, though not easy:
1.

Protecting against your IHA’s Kryptonite and fostering its Superpowers requires
full commitment, complete honesty and daily vigilance. That translates into open,
clear-minded and brave leadership—leaders who know that creating change creates
discomfort and resistance. Brave leaders persevere anyway.

2. You need an objective, well-articulated vision and value statement for your
IHA. “Better, faster, cheaper” isn’t enough. Becoming THE group that changes
stakeholder behavior around strategic imperatives—that’s more like it.
3.

Operate like fiends. Collaborate wildly. Stomp out inefficiencies. Prioritize your
strategies and your projects. Build advocacy and educate often. Bring outside-in
views to your company—always.

Is this all it’s going to take? Of course not. It takes daily, clear-eyed persistence in a variety of focus areas.
But if we collectively stomp out our Kryptonite and expand our Superpowers, the sky’s the limit.
What propels your team forward? What holds it back?
I’d love to hear from you and swap stories.

WAYNE BARRINGER

ABOUT
THE
AUTHOR

Wayne is the head of Boeing Creative Services – a 150-person in-house agency with offices in Seattle,
LA, St. Louis and Chicago. Before he led a full-scale turnaround of the IHA at Boeing, he consulted on
and led successful transformations at external ad agencies and PR firms in the Pacific Northwest. He has
served on the adjunct faculty at three major universities and has delivered keynote presentations at
some of the industry’s biggest events, including HOW Design Live!, IHAF Annual Conference, ANA
In-House Agency Days, Creative Operations Exchange, and multiple corporate events.

www.cellaconsulting.com • www.thebossgroup.com
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Survey
Results
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Department
Organization
Eighty-three percent of responding creative leaders indicated their department reported through a
strategic, value-adding department such as marketing, communications, advertising, brand or some
combination of those divisions. When the creative team is positioned within one of these divisions,
the organization is more likely to be considered strategic and value-adding. In contrast, when a
creative team reports through a shared-services division, the department is often viewed as a
commodity, which makes it more difficult to succeed in becoming a strategic partner. It is possible to
overcome the disadvantage of not being aligned with the marketing (or a like) department; it just
requires the creative team to create a brand for itself outside of its “home.”
Leaders of in-house groups regularly face ongoing competing priorities, leaving them without
adequate time to develop their leadership teams. It is important that leaders prioritize professional
development for themselves and their direct reports to ensure the ongoing growth and success of
the team members and group.

www.cellaconsulting.com • www.thebossgroup.com
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DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION

Q: Into which division does your creative team/in-house agency report?

1%
human
resources

17%
nonstrategic
divisions

1%
print/production
services
1%
business
development/
sales
2%
information
technology

7%

5+1275215106

other3

6%

operations/
shared services

5%

other2

11%

52%

communications

marketing

16%

hybrid 1

83%
strategic
divisions

n=400

1

	Hybrid of two or more: advertising, brand, marketing, communications and/or sales

2

Other includes advertising, brand and public affairs

3

Other includes but is not limited to: R&D, procurement, legal, finance, misc. executives

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES
The Missions of In-House Creative
Teams
bit.ly/2p17IPB

10

What it Means to be a Creative
Center of Excellence
bit.ly/2p0XNJv
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Three Things You Can’t Do Without—
Mission, Vision and Values Statements
bit.ly/2tY7fAP

Our Invisible and Sometimes
Forgotten Clients
bit.ly/24rPcvE

DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION

Q: Which best describes your creative team/
in-house agency’s staffing mix? (select all
that apply)

938+ 28+ 3+ 4+ 18+ 3+ 6+ +
4+2436+ 22+ 14+ +

Q: On the scale of order taker to strategic partner,
objectively where does your creative team/
in-house agency fall?
4%

production studio (fully transactional/tactical:
vast majority of work is low-end Tier 2 & Tier 3)

24%

evolving production studio (primarily transactional/tactical,
but evolving to partial strategic partner on select scope of
work: some Tier 1 and high-end Tier 2 projects)

14%

8%

developing strategic partner (healthy mix of
all three Tiers of work with a growing base of
Tier 1 projects)

36%

22%

full-time company employed staff

strategic partner (regularly included in
planning and Tier 1 scope of work, work also
includes Tier 2 & Tier 3 projects)

organizational strategic partner (key stakeholder in overall
organizational marketing and branding initiatives and acting as
liaison/brand advocate with external agencies; primarily a Tier 1,
high-end Tier 2 shop; lower tier work is primarily outsourced)

contingent labor (hourly contract workers)

3%

partial managed services (collaborates with a
managed services partner who manages an on-site
team and specified work streams)

4%

managed in-house agency (an on-site managed services
partner engaged to embed within the organization, staff
and manage the in-house agency team and operations)

n=397

17
11
+
65
7

part-time company employed staff

28%

18%

Q: How is your team organized?

93%

3%

6%

partial outsourcing model (off-site
outsourcing partner who delivers a
specified scope of work)

full-time staff managing outside
agencies (no internal execution
of creative)

outsourced (an off-site outsourcing partner
or a network of partners strategically
sourced to deliver scopes of work)

n=398

7%

other

by functional area
with specific
resources aligned
by line of business

17%

11%

by line of
business
(LOB)
(dedicated
cross-functional teams
to a LOB)

65%

by functional area
(Account Services,
Design, Copywriting, etc.)

n=396

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES

Drivers to Rethinking a Creative
Team’s Makeup
bit.ly/1S5QQOB

Key Operational Considerations
Ahead of Remodeling Your Team
bit.ly/2FGSIii

www.cellaconsulting.com • www.thebossgroup.com
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DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION

6+19+411618 17+3632114

Q: How many direct reports does the senior-most
creative leader have?

Q: O
 n average, how many direct reports do first/
front-line managers have?
5%
> 10

6%
1

11%

18%

7-9

> 10

17%
1

19%

challenging
number of
direct
reports

2-3

16%
7-9

32%
4-6

36%
2-3

41%
4-6

n=389

n=381

¬ Heads of in-house creative agencies and teams continue to take on a significant number of direct reports, though continue
to be kinder to the managers who report to them who, on average, have fewer direct reports.

64
8
+
28

Q: D
 o you have adequate time to provide your team
coaching and development?

5%

no time
at all

29%

adequate time

66%

not enough time

n=387

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

Get Serious About Professional
Development
bit.ly/2pohjxD
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Developing Your Professional
Development Program
bit.ly/2tXtSWd

DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION

Q: Which of the following best describes your group’s
ability to practice flex-time?

Q: Which of the following best describes your group’s
ability to work remotely? (select all that apply)

9+6924+ 10+ +
1745+ 25+ 11+ 2+ +
my company does
not allow flex-time

17%

45%

25%

11%

9%

we are able to practice flex-time on an ad hoc
basis with management pre-approval

my company does not
allow working remotely

69%

we have flex-time in practice, with starting and
finishing times chosen within agreed limits by the
employee(s) and management

24%

we afford complete autonomy to our
employees with defined expectations of
task completion

10%

we are able to work remotely
on an ad hoc basis with
management pre-approval

we regularly work remotely
with a predetermined schedule

there are several designated roles
that are full remote roles

n=384

2%

other

n=389

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES
Key Remote Work Management
Principles
bit.ly/2pnd4mN

Overcoming Remote Workforce
Challenges to Help Your Team Thrive
bit.ly/2IAcfz0
www.cellaconsulting.com • www.thebossgroup.com
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Department
Funding
Regardless of an in-house agency’s financial model, proving the group’s value is a constant
expectation. Tangible results stem from managing your group’s budget and demonstrating cost
savings against external agencies—in addition to providing on-time, high-quality creative.
Instituting a chargeback funding model is a natural evolution for an internal creative organization
and an important step in eliminating a number of challenges common to “free” creative services.
Typically, this shift is due to several factors, including department size, project volume/workload,
resourcing and competition with outside agencies. This evolution requires many organizational
changes that include standardization of processes and procedures, internal marketing activities,
realignment of resources and improved project management. Moving to a chargeback model signals
the team will operate more like a creative agency in both business operations and creative direction.
Being a cost center (non-chargeback department) can be a great thing — the creative leader can
focus on the value of the creative that his or her team is creating and won’t be burdened by financial
pressures. However, the most significant challenges for non-chargeback departments still remains
affecting client behaviors.
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DEPARTMENT FUNDING

70+23+7
61+39 68+15+17

Q: W
 hich of the following best describes ownership
of your department’s overall budget?

Q: D
 oes your creative team work with an aligned
procurement partner who specializes in optimizing
your company’s creative/marketing spend?

7+3510+ 22+ 15+ 3+ 2+ 3+ 4+ +
7%

I am not privy to any of it

35%

10%

I’m not
sure

I create and manage my team’s personnel AND operating budget

23%

I manage my team’s personnel and operating budget AND have
significant input into the creation of the budget

22%

15%

3%

7%

I have input but do not manage our
team’s budget

I manage my team’s personnel and operating budget AND have
limited input into the creation of the budget

70%
no

I manage my team’s personnel and operating budget BUT have no
input into the creation of the budget

2%

I am not privy to my team’s budget outside of headcount allowances

3%

I am not privy to my team’s budget outside of headcount allowances
AND a few other buckets of spending (e.g., training and contractors)

4%

yes

n=383

other

n=382

Q: H
 ave you ever been asked to provide a cost
comparison between your in-house team and
comparable external agencies?

Q: Is your department a chargeback organization
for creative projects (not including any pass
through costs)?

17%

yes, for specific
clients and/or
services

43%

57%

yes

no

15%

yes, we charge back

68%

no, we are not a
chargeback
organization

n=384

n=383

¬ The smaller a creative team/in-house agency, the more likely
they are to not charge back. Case in point: only 27% of
departments with fewer than 30 team members charge back,
whereas 65% of teams over 50 charge back.

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES
How to Calculate Cost Savings
bit.ly/1n1kAzi

Challenges to the Cost Savings
Metric
bit.ly/1QBAN5N

The Appeal of a Hybrid Funding
Model
bit.ly/15JDtfy

Don’t Let Your Funding Model Run
Your Creative Team
bit.ly/2FZY9bJ

www.cellaconsulting.com • www.thebossgroup.com
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DEPARTMENT FUNDING

41+25+1420 69+28+3

Q: W
 hat is the most common method used to
charge clients?

Q: W
 hich most accurately describes
your chargeback model?

3%

profit requirement

19%
other

28%

full-cost
recovery

41%

blended hourly rate

14%

flat project rate

69%

subsidized
chargeback

25%

service-specific
hourly rate

n=118

¬ Almost two-thirds of chargeback teams
recover through an hourly model.

455+ 17+ 3+ 4+ 5+ 5+ 2+ 14+ 1+

Q: W
 hat costs are you required to recover through
your chargebacks?
45%

5%

a flat number provided by finance/other that is not substantiated to us

17%

3%

there is no specific recovery goal

a flat number or % of operating costs provided by finance/other

personnel salaries only

4%

total personnel costs (salary, benefits, taxes, etc.)

5%

total personnel costs + a portion of direct operating expenses

5%

total personnel costs + total direct operating expenses

2%

total personnel costs + total direct operating expenses + a portion of
overhead (rent, utilities)

14%

1%

ALL COSTS: total personnel costs + total direct operating
expenses + total overhead

all costs plus profit

n=118

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES
Building a Chargeback Model
bit.ly/2oikZPI

16

Determining Your Chargeback
Rate
bit.ly/10DrrDy
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n=118

DEPARTMENT FUNDING

Q: What is your blended hourly rate for creative services?

ANSWER OPTIONS
Blended Hourly Rate

<$50

$51–$65

$66–$80

13%

21%

17%

$81–$100 $101–$120 $121–$140 $141–$160

27%

8%

6%

6%

>$160

n=

2%

48

¬ While the $81-$100/hr was the most frequently selected response, half of
respondents indicated a chargeback rate below that range. Of the teams
charging less, almost 75% are subsidized chargeback teams.
¬ Teams with higher chargeback rates tend to work for Fortune 500
companies, be located within high-cost areas and are required to
recover a larger percentage of their total costs.

Q: What is your hourly rate for the following services?

We don’t
charge
for this

<$50

$51–$65

$66–$80

$81–$100

Account management

57%

0%

10%

14%

14%

0%

5%

Project management

44%

8%

8%

12%

16%

4%

Production design

7%

19%

11%

26%

22%

Graphic design

11%

14%

11%

25%

Web/Multimedia design

13%

8%

13%

Creative direction

38%

12%

Copywriting

24%

Copyediting

ANSWER OPTIONS

>$160

n=

0%

0%

21

4%

0%

4%

25

7%

4%

0%

4%

27

21%

7%

7%

4%

0%

28

17%

21%

13%

8%

4%

4%

24

4%

12%

8%

8%

12%

4%

4%

26

10%

5%

19%

24%

19%

0%

0%

0%

21

29%

5%

14%

24%

10%

19%

0%

0%

0%

21

Proofreading

26%

4%

26%

30%

4%

9%

0%

0%

0%

23

Print procurement services

39%

9%

13%

17%

13%

0%

4%

0%

4%

23

5%

5%

20%

20%

20%

10%

15%

5%

0%

20

Video production

$101–$120 $121–$140 $141–$160

NOTE: ADDITIONAL RESPONDENTS CHOSE “WE DO NOT PROVIDE THIS SERVICE;” THOSE RESPONSES WERE ELIMINATED TO FOCUS THE RESULTS ON RATES.

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

www.cellaconsulting.com • www.thebossgroup.com
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DEPARTMENT FUNDING

Q: W
 hat are the key BENEFITS your department
experiences as a result of charging your clients
for services? (select all that apply)

4543+ 42+ 34+ 27+ 21+ 19+ 19+ 19+
4744+ 44+ 44+ 43+ 43+ 36+ 35+ 24+ 23+ 14+

Q: W
 hat are the key DRAWBACKS that your
department is experiencing as a result of
charging your clients for services? (select all
that apply)

47%

43%

clients find cheap or free alternatives
for creative communication to avoid
the charge for services

44%

provides metrics needed to make
sound operations and staffingrelated decisions

42%

positions team as a vendor instead of a
partner and colleague

44%

encourages efficient use of time
and resources by the clients

43%

allows department to provide fair and
balanced support to a variety of clients

43%

promotes accountability and
transparency into the financial
management of the department

27%

21%

clients recognize the value of the
creative team/in-house agency

19%

clear value recognition as compared
to using similar services on the
outside

allows for the funding of
innovation-based activities

I see no benefits in our charge system

n=110

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES
Chargebacks:
A Double-Edged Sword
bit.ly/17Zf4C2
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34%

allows for adjustment to corporate
and economic changes

14%

too much time and money spent on
administrative requirements of the
charge system

allows for resource flexibility

35%

23%

45%

44%

36%

24%

encourages efficient use of time and
resources by the creative team/
in-house agency

2018 In-House Creative Industry Report

n=110

clients feel rates are too expensive

increased and unnecessary scrutiny into the
operation by management and/or finance

funding for the department is not secure

the associated policies and procedures are difficult to
mandate in the creative team/in-house agency

19%

stifles the quality of creative

19%

I see no drawbacks in our charge system

DEPARTMENT FUNDING: NON-CHARGEBACK MODEL

Q: W
 hat are the key BENEFITS your department
experiences as a result of NOT charging your
clients for services? (select all that apply)

7570+ 57+ 56+ 54+ 52+ 43+ 27+ 25+ 4+
6564+ 59+ 33+ 32+ 10+ 6+ 4+

Q: W
 hat are the key CHALLENGES that your
department experiences as a result of NOT
charging your clients for services? (select all
that apply)

65%

64%

59%

33%

32%

10%

6%

4%

plentiful business due to lack of
direct costs

client behaviors are difficult
to manage because there is no
implication to misuse/abuse

75%

minimal reporting
requirements

70%

no financial pressures

relatively easy to add freelancers/temps
to team when demand dictates

technology is upgraded within reasonable
periods of time

57%

adding new headcount

56%

difficulty justifying value
in a quantitative manner

54%

52%

I see no benefits in not charging clients

budget is increased annually to support
growth for non-personnel costs

43%

relatively easy to add new headcount to team
(throughout and/or in new budget year)

27%

25%

n=246

4%

projects with questionable
impact/value

clients don’t highly value our services
because “free” is inferior/lower
perceived value

too high of demand

projects that don’t reach completion
regardless of effort exerted

limited or no increases to funding for
non-personnel costs

bringing on temporary/freelance
staff to support peak periods

I see no challenges in not charging clients

n=252

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

www.cellaconsulting.com • www.thebossgroup.com
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DEPARTMENT FUNDING: NON-PERSONNEL BUDGET

Q: H
 ow do you use your non-personnel/direct
operating budget? (select all that apply)

6765+ 65+ 59+ 57+ 56+ 40+ 32+ 27+ 19+ 17+ 7+
67%

65%

software and
related upgrades

65%

stock art

59%

57%

56%

40%

32%

27%

19%

17%

7%

industry events
and conferences

hardware and
related upgrades

online training
(e.g., lynda.com)

team outings for morale and bonding
purposes (lunches, dinners)

travel/transportation

soft skills training/coaching (leadership,
project management, negotiation)

team outings for creative enrichment
purposes (museums, studio tours)

software training led by live instructor

consulting services

other (please specify)

n=355

¬ 4 out of 10 creative leaders find their non-personnel
budgets to be inadequate.

37+14+20245
20+20+141828

Q: D
 oes your team have an established training
budget each year?
4%

other

24%

no, funding for
training is limited and
approved individually

37%
yes

20%

no, but most
requests
are approved

14%

yes, but I am
not privy to
the amount

n=359

Q: What is your annual training budget per individual?

20%
< $200

28%

> $1,000

20%

$200–$500

18%

$751–$1,000

14%

$501-$750

n=313

¬ In 2018, creative leaders are reporting an increase in training
dollars per team member for the first time in several years.

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

How To Learn Just-In-Time:
Cultivating Talent and Bridging
Skill Gaps
bit.ly/2nJp6b4
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Avoid Extinction: Keep Your
Skills and Your Team’s Skills
Sharp
bit.ly/avoidextinction
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CreativeExecs Roundtable Highlights

Turnover

Disrupts
Team Performance; Stay Ahead of It

Discussion Takeaways
At our recent series “Retaining Team Members in a Tight Talent Market,” we met
with more than 45 in-house creative leaders to discuss strategies to retain their
top talent. Here’s what they shared: Creative leaders are...
	Streamlining job descriptions
to ensure team members
are working on the tasks
that drive the most value
for the organization and job
satisfaction for the individual



	Developing Subject Matter
Expert roles that allow
for promotion without
taking on direct reports and
create additional value to
the organization

	Promoting innovative
thinking through “Innovation
Summits” and other nonproject specific opportunities
to encourage out-of-the-box
thinking and creativity

	Finding creative, no-cost
professional training
opportunities—such as
inviting Adobe or other
vendors to come onsite to
train team members

	Creating new virtual
platforms for remote team
members to bond and
collaborate with their peers

	Getting more involved
with the creative
community—to build their
personal brand and their
teams’ brands in order to
make their group a desired
destination for current and
future team members

	Focusing on building a
desirable culture and having
fun at work (while getting the
job done, of course)

50%

ALMOST

Due to the lack of qualified, available talent in the
marketplace, it’s possible that your team members
are being proactively recruited. Developing a talent
retention strategy must be your top priority.

of creative leaders believe there’s enough
qualified talent to choose from when
hiring new team members, however this
just isn’t true. 1

2.3%

unemployment rate among college
graduates, with the overall rate at 4.3%
– the lowest since before the recession.2

In addition, the percentage of people
quitting their jobs has been
steadily growing.2

CreativeExecs Roundtables are hosted by
The BOSS Group and Cella and bring together
creative executives for moderated peer
discussions on topics tailored to the unique
challenges facing leaders of in-house creative
departments. Each year, we host a spring and fall
series in six cities across the U.S.
The BOSS Group and Cella Consulting, LLC 2017, In-House
Creative Industry Report, May 2017
2
United States Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Current Population Survey, May 2017
1

Join us at our next CreativeExecs Roundtable!
www.cellaconsulting.com
Visit www.creativeexecs.com to learn more and register.

• www.thebossgroup.com
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Department
Resourcing
Creative leaders must be careful in demonstrating a desire to grow their team. Too often a desire to
grow a team can be viewed as “empire building;” leaders must be prepared to substantiate headcount
requests based on business need. In addition, leaders need to be prepared to promote the adoption of
new processes and tools to support the growth in order to grow in a mature, scalable manner.
Ensuring you’re appropriately staffed is a constant balancing act creative leaders face on a day-to-day
basis. Flexible staffing models and principal partnership agencies continue to provide creative teams
and in-house agencies support during peak periods without increasing staff size. Including a budget that
allows for flexibility is critical — in fact, your budget may be better spent in not hiring an FTE and instead
using the same funds to pay several temporary workers during peak periods.

Helping large companies and their creative leadership teams overcome the
obstacles that impact their ability to manage the flux of creative work, add
headcount and adapt to changing demands or dynamics of the organization is
Cella’s specialty.

Managed
In-House
Agencies
and Studios

We build and manage embedded, dedicated and highly flexible creative team/
in-house agencies for clients who seek the value that a best-in-class, in-house
creative team can provide while maintaining the benefits of working with a thirdparty provider. Our solution drives a transparent partnership with our clients,
and we continuously work together to optimize and evolve our team’s
performance and capabilities in alignment with your organization’s
expectations.
Cella teams can fulfill the following workforce needs:

IN-HOUSE AGENCIES

22
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PRODUCTION STUDIOS

FUNCTIONAL TEAMS

DEPARTMENT RESOURCING

Q: How large is your creative team/in-house agency? (combined FTEs and contingent workers)

2017

2018

228+ 240+ 256+ 08+ 02+ 15+
423+ 250+ 249+ 07+ 03+ 23+

SMALL TEAMS

1

52%

SMALL TEAMS

4%

23%

2–5

21–30

MID-SIZE TEAMS

7%

31–50

MEGA TEAMS
8%

51–75

25%

11–20

31%

9%

21–30

7%

LARGE TEAMS

24%

6–10

24%

11–20

33%

28%

2–5

25%

6–10

MID-SIZE TEAMS

2%

1

54%

6%

7%

LARGE TEAMS

7%

8%

MEGA TEAMS

3%

31–50

8%

2%

51–75

8%

0+10+ 6+ 2+ 0+ 4+ 4+ 0+ 9+ 12+ 0+ 15+ 13+ 0+ 22+ 25+ 0+ 44+ 44+
76–100

101+

2%

1%

76–100

3%

5%

101+

n=310

n=352

Q: W
 hat percentage of your full-time team members are FTEs
of your company? (versus sourced staff)

N/A

1%

0%

6%

2%

1-24%

4%

4%

25–49%

9%

12%

15%

50–74%

13%

75–89%

22%

25%

44%

90–99%

2017

n=310

44%

100%

2018

n=351

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES
Don’t Let Growth Become
Your Kryptonite
bit.ly/QdmCw6

The Practical Tactical Side
of Growth
bit.ly/1hGtjwG

Managing People in a Growing
Organization
bit.ly/1KQ7wbH

Don’t Become a Victim of Your
Own Success
bit.ly/2pkV902

www.cellaconsulting.com • www.thebossgroup.com
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DEPARTMENT RESOURCING

45+41+14 36+62+2

Q: H
 ow did your full-time team size change between
2016 and 2017?

Q: What are your full-time hiring plans for 2018?
3%

decrease current
FTE headcount

13%

decreased

37%

increase
current FTE
headcount

45%

remained flat

60%

41%

maintain current
FTE headcount

increased

n=352

n=349

¬ 86% of teams stayed flat or grew in size in 2017.

¬ 71% of teams experienced an attrition rate of 5% or
less; depending on team size this may be too low for
teams hoping to bring in new skill sets, experience and/
or styles.

Q: What is your perception of the available talent in the marketplace right now?
There’s an abundance
of highly qualified talent

There’s enough qualified
talent to choose from

There’s limited
qualified talent

Having trouble
identifying qualified
talent

Response
count

Graphic design

19%

53%

24%

4%

339

Digital design

12%

50%

32%

6%

330

Mobile design

7%

39%

45%

9%

311

Developers

10%

41%

37%

12%

302

Account management

14%

58%

24%

3%

301

Copywriting

8%

48%

36%

8%

318

Editing/proofreading

8%

59%

31%

3%

311

Project management

11%

57%

27%

5%

318

Traffic coordination

8%

51%

35%

6%

311

Answer Options

WHEN RESPONSES WITHIN MULTIPLE CATEGORIES WERE CLOSE, MULTIPLE RESPONSES WERE IDENTIFIED AS A MAJORITY RESPONSE.

n=342

According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the number of job openings and hires continued to climb upward in 2017.
As in 2016, job openings exceeded hires. With the unemployment rate for professionals with a BA or higher degree at a low
2.2%, the perception that there is limited qualified talent may be more real. – The BOSS Group
*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES
Make Your Group a Destination
bit.ly/1NPeE65
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“It’s Impossible to Fire
Anyone Here”
bit.ly/1VILsA1
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Build a Cultural Safe House For
Your Team
bit.ly/2HMq5x0

Overcoming Corporate Hiring
Hurdles
bit.ly/2HIRfES

DEPARTMENT RESOURCING

Q: Is there a DEDICATED operational role?
	(dedicated to focusing on the department’s process, systems

Q: H
 ow many hours per week does your staff work
on average?

49+51 29+52+1521

and technology, vendor management, financial management
and reporting)

1%

56–60 hours

2%

1%

>60 hours

51-55 hours

15%

29%

46-50 hours

≤40 hours

51%

49%

no

yes

52%

41-45 hours

n=352

¬ 81% of in-house agencies with more than 30 team members
have a dedicated operational role.

n=351

¬ 81% of creative leaders indicate their team members
have a reasonable work-life balance working 45 hours
or less per week.

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES

www.cellaconsulting.com • www.thebossgroup.com
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DEPARTMENT RESOURCING

51+38+11 14+57+29
47+35+144 54+25+298

Q: A
 re you able to use flexible staffing options such as
freelancers and temporary/contract workers
during periods of peak demand?

Q: W
 hat are the freelancer/temp hiring plans
for 2018?

14%

12%

decrease
total
spend

no

29%

increase
total
spend

51%
yes

38%

57%

sometimes

maintain
total
spend

n=250

n=221

¬ 89% of creative leaders are able to use freelancers.

Q: A
 re you able to directly contact staffing firms
for your creative staffing needs?
no, I must use an enterprise
technology tool such as a VMS
(Vendor Management System)

Q: W
 hat are your company’s term limits for
contractors?

2%

>24 months

4%

8%

other 1

no

9%

14%

2%

19-24 months

13-18 months

47%
yes

35%

25%

no, I must
go through
my HR
department

12 months
or less

54%

there are
no term
limits

n=219

n=249

Hiring managers’ ability to speak directly to staffing firms/recruiters is crucial for a
successful hire. Placing talent with excellent skill sets in the best working
environment for both parties cannot be discerned alone from a job description.
Discussing the needs of the department and where this person will fit in is essential
when identifying appropriate creative talent. – The BOSS Group

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

1

	Other includes hours-based models,
project-based limits and unknown lengths.

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES
Thank you Microsoft... Term
Limits & the Creative Leader
bit.ly/1Qi4OMj
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The “New Normal” in Staffing
Strategies: Contingent Workers
bit.ly/1WNODGY
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Effectively Managing Just-InTime Creative Resources
bit.ly/10Aiivy

Don’t Let MSP or VMS Programs
Obstruct Your Access to Great
Talent
bit.ly/ZNrwOu

Developing the Right Resourcing
Strategy to Support your
Organizational Model
bit.ly/2oDCWeq

CreativeExecs Roundtable Highlights

DEPARTMENT RESOURCING

Collaboration
PERSPECTIVE FROM THE FIELD

Becoming a Strategic Partner and AOR
a Line
Business
is for
Key
toofProviding
Higher
As a 17-year veteran of account management for

Value Work

60%

As he (and almost his entire team) was new to the

In order for
your creative
team/in-house
pharmaceutical
advertising,
I have learnedagency
that yourto advance,
organization, being there that day made something easier
him. I gave him the elevator speech about what MCS
ability
to
think
strategically
is
key
to
being
successful.
The
you need to take steps to expand its scope of work. Thisfor
may
number of creative concepts presented, or the analysis
could do, scheduled a capabilities presentation for his
come through
introducing
new
services,
moreteam
projects,
of 10 the following of
week
and walked
outleaders
of his office
and understanding
of the
science
behind ataking
brand, ison
what
in-house
creative
say
with
our
first
job.
Fast-forward
10
months
or
so,
and we’ve
will
secure
the
business.
While
these
contribute
to
the
increasing the number of Tier 1 projects, and/or providing greater
gaining
respect
from
internal
clients
provided flawless customer service and quality work, but
success of the account and the team, the relationship and
orbeen
valuethere.
recognition
is onesaw
of their
strategicability
consultation.
These
things
do
not really
happen
but
more importantly,
we’ve
The clients
my
to connect on
a personal
level
is what
sealsovernight,
greatest
challenges.*
face
and
those
of
my
team
regularly
and
stopped
us
in
the
the
deal.
with a strategic plan, you can make progress.

Discussion Takeaways

ONLY

hallway to chat, ask for help or request work.
Having your team embedded in the business you support,
fully understanding the company your clients work for and Additionally, a client we had been working with on a limited
basis had begun to realize the benefit of working with our
their mission and goals, living that mission and supporting
team and requested a capabilities presentation. She had
those goals yourself are all invaluable to an in-house
team.
Being
where
your
clients
are
when
they
need
you
is
At our recent series, “Expanding Your Team’s Scope of Work,” we methad
witha rough
more year with her AOR and wanted to know if MCS
could
take
an
essential
advantage
for
an
in-house
team.
After
all,
you
than 60 in-house creative leaders in six cities to discuss strategies to increase on the lead role. That conversation, which
happened when I “stopped
by,” leadcreative
to MCS being
are not a vendor, but a colleague.
in-house
teams survey
the value in-house creative teams provide their organization. Here areappointed
the top the new lead of
agency
for
her
brands.
their
clients
at
least
once
per year.*
Merck
Creative
Studios
(MCS)
was
recently
named
“Lead
strategies they recommended:
Creative Agency” for a group of brands that are part of
The ability to make their office your office and their
the Merck Animal Health division. Recently, colleagues
business your business is where relationships start. Being
	have
Ensure
your “What
staff isdid
prepared
Take
asked,
you do? How did you	
get
thea consultative
a part of their everyday lives and seeing the faces of your
for higher-level
by
approach—before and during
coveted
‘seat atwork
the table?’
What ‘s the secret?”
team builds relationships. Never underestimate the power
providing appropriate training
projects
working
of “stopping by.”
This win came about through being on location
and it by
took
and professional development
with
clients to understand
time, more than four years, to be honest. It has
taken
of in-house creative teams say their
determination, hard work, time and being present.
A little
their overarching
goals, as well
	over
Makeayourself
visible
year ago,
I waswithin
in the office and a client
asked
me
primary scope of work is Tier 1,
as specific project goals
theintroduce
companymyself
through
to
to one of her colleagues. I stopped by
while 57% say Tier 2.*
marketing
strategies
such as
his
office and,
to his amazement,
said I was part of MCS,
	Hire externally to launch a
the
team.
casein-house
studies, agency
websites,
lookHe said, “I knew it! There had
new service capability in
to
be anetc.
in-house team here!”
books,

47%

39%

addition to transitioning
internal resources; the external
hire will add credibility to the
team’s capabilities

	Provide the right balance of
efficiency with performance
CreativeExecs Roundtables are hosted
by ensuring efficient
by The BOSS Group and Cella and
bring together creative executives for
processes are in place and
	Get guidance on which new
moderated peer discussions on topics
JENNIFER
making
clients
aware ofMANS
ABOUT
tailored
to five
the years.
uniqueJennifer
challenges facing
services
your
department
Jennifer
expected cycle
timesis an account lead for Merck Creative Studios and has been with the company for
leaders
of in-house
creative
departments.
THE currently supports the Merck Animalcan
Health
division
and leads
a dedicated team
of project
managers
and creatives.
offer
and which
need
Each year,
we host
a spring
and
fall series
Prior to joining Merck, Jennifer spent 12 years in pharmaceutical advertising working
at Torre
Lazur
McCann
and
upgraded approaches
	AUTHOR
Build relationships
beyond
in six cities across the U.S.
Ogilvy CommonHealth.
through client surveys and
your existing clients and
*The BOSS Group and Cella Consulting, LLC.
2017 In-House Creative Industry Report, May 2017.
client groups
planned conversations
*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

Join us at our next CreativeExecs Roundtable!
www.cellaconsulting.com
Visit www.creativeexecs.com to learn more and register.

• www.thebossgroup.com
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Service
Offerings
The number of projects creative teams and in-house agencies produce annually is loosely linked to
their size. While it’s interesting to discuss volume in terms of number of projects, it’s not an
apples-to-apples comparison across organizations. Service offerings continue to evolve and expand,
providing growth for creative teams and in-house agencies. However, the new complexities require
specific expertise and skill sets. Volume in its truest form should be discussed in terms of the number of
“billable” or “utilized” hours per year. In addition, the various complexities in the work itself are not
captured under project count and are better evaluated with hours in assessing the level of effort
put into the project.
Core Competencies
Staying current with, let alone ahead of, the growing complexities of our ever-evolving service
offerings opportunities is no easy feat. Determining which service offerings to expand into is a
process, and you shouldn’t set your team’s goal to “be everything to everyone.” Be selective in
your core competencies and stick to them, regularly reevaluate them and adjust as needed. Don’t
be afraid to identify work to be outsourced to third parties. There is still value in your team art
directing and project managing projects; creative execution of all media types doesn’t have to be
within your core competencies.
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PERSPECTIVE FROM THE FIELD

Strengthen Your In-House Team
to Boost Your Brand
In-house creative leaders have their fingers on the pulse of the corporate brand,
which is one of the top value-drivers internal clients identify with having an in-house
resource. In-house creative teams have continuously fine-tuned their company’s
image for years, and as creative professionals, we all know the importance of
personality and how it needs to come through in every part of your brand. Without a
brand personality, clients and prospects get mixed messages and have trouble
connecting. The same holds true for your department, so it makes sense to put some
thought into strengthening your team in a few areas to improve the perception of
your brand within the company.
Think about your department’s value proposition,
which could be a statement identifying clear benefits
your internal clients will receive when working with
your team. Just like employees need to know their
organization’s visual identity and the general reasons
for using it correctly, such as its role in enhancing the
visibility of the organization, employees also need this
information for the department they represent.
Everyone on your creative team should be aware of
how their talents can impact the business and what the
department’s value prop is.
Another way to strengthen your team would be to set a
long-term vision for the department—in support of
corporate goals. Hire people with skills that can expand
your services and enhance your value proposition.
Creative leaders should speak up and take the initiative
to participate in new projects, lead an additional
business unit, or let your peers know about some
untapped talent that would benefit their strategic
business goals. These efforts can elevate your team’s
credibility and set you up for future growth.

ABOUT
THE
AUTHOR

Professional development is also a critical area for
team growth and is often overlooked due to capacity.
I’ve found the best way to develop my team is to sign
up top performers for conferences and classes. It’s
worth the pain of being short-handed for a few days for
the benefit of inspiring your staff and allowing them to
share and apply what they’ve learned.
The ongoing success of any creative team requires
engaged and motivated people. You can contribute to
this by promoting the team’s value proposition,
communicating your future state vision for the team
and investing in training and developing your people.
Think about what you can do each quarter to push your
team to the next level. Treat your team like you treat
your brand, and you’ll begin to see a multitude of
improved efficiencies and a much happier staff.

ROBIN COLANGELO
Robin is the Vice President of InSource and the Global Director of Creative Services for White &
Case. She is experienced in developing brand and creative strategy with extensive in-house
leadership expertise building new teams and processes. She also writes and speaks on creative
leadership topics throughout the industry.

www.cellaconsulting.com • www.thebossgroup.com
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SERVICE OFFERINGS

Q: How many projects did your team work on in 2017?
SMALL TEAMS
_< 10

MID–SIZE TEAMS
11–30

LARGE TEAMS
31–50

MEGA TEAMS
> 50

8912++ 204409++ 4013++ 490++ 4930++ 36+3529
311423++ 18261118++ 4813++ 3410++ 1012++
< 500

31%

500–999

31%

5000–5999

9%

12%

9%

26%

20%

18%

11%

4%

3000–3999

4000–4999

23%

18%

1000–1999

2000–2999

8%

14%

40%

8%

1%

3%

4%

3%

4%

4%

4%
4%

6000–6999

1%

0%

7000–7999

0%

1%

8000+

1%

n=99

26+37+

Q: Based on the total number of projects your team
worked on in 2017, what is the breakdown of your
group’s work across Tiers 1, 2 and 3?

9%

0%

13%

9%
9%

0%

4%

2%

n=171

4%

9%

4%

30%

n=25

n=23

Q: W
 hat is the percentage of team hours spent
on Tier 1, 2 and 3 projects?

26%

37%

Tier 1: creative
development
(conceptual work)

Tier 3: pure
production
(edits/revisions/
templated work)

37%

Tier 2: design
adaptation
(execution of an
approved creative
concept against new
deliverables or
channels)

n=305

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.
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30%

35%

Tier 1: creative
development
(conceptual work)

Tier 3: pure production
(edits/revisions/templated work)

36%

Tier 2: design adaptation
(execution of an approved
creative concept against new
deliverables or channels)

n=291

Conventional wisdom would lead us to believe that Tier 1 time should
be a substantially larger percentage of time than percentage of
projects; however, Tier 2 and Tier 3 projects can require significant
levels of effort but lower levels of creative complexity.

SERVICE OFFERINGS

15+61+24 47+21+1778
47+9+1051982

Q: F
 or which audience does your team create the
MAJORITY of their work?

Q: D
 oes your team provide DEDICATED account
management services to your clients?
yes, we have both
project and
account managers

yes, we have
account managers

15%

internal
audience

24%

8%

equal to internal and
external audiences

7%

17%

47%

yes, we have
project managers

no

61%

external
audience

21%

yes, though our
account managers
are hybrid account
managers/project
managers

n=313

n=310

¬ Only 13% of creative teams have dedicated digital
project manager roles such as web producer.

Q: What type of advertising does your group support?
(select all that apply)

Q: H
 ow often does your company commission custom
photography?

2956+ 53+ 46+ 17+

2%

29%

global advertising

56%

53%

46%

17%

n=312

do not know

national advertising

8%

never

regional advertising

local advertising

19%

47%

rarely

3 or more
times a year

we don’t support advertising

5%

¬ 83% of creative teams support external advertising
of some sort.

every few years

9%

10%

1 time
per year

2 times
per year

n=313

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES

Is PMP Certification Beneficial
for In-House Creative Project
Managers?
bit.ly/2o9RU8N

Benefits of Instituting Project
Management
bit.ly/2ornUGk

World-Class Creative Services
Teams Include Account
Management
bit.ly/2p11sHq
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SERVICE OFFERINGS

Q: W
 hich of the following TRADITIONAL services does
your team provide? (select all that apply)

Q: W
 hich of the following DIGITAL-specific services does
your team provide? (select all that apply)

8578+ 68+ 66+ 61+ 49+ 47+ 46+ 41+ 24+ 13+ 12+ 9+ 3+
9988+ 86+ 73+ 72+ 71+ 70+ 67+ 62+ 62+ 55+ 54+ 53+ 39+ 29+ 26+ 22+ 5+
98%

graphic design

88%
83%
86%

production design

infographics

78%

digital design

68%

web design

photography

73%

HTML emails

PowerPoint

72%

online video

brand management

71%

49%

70%

47%

web copywriting

46%

web content management

video production

copywriting

62%

account/project
management

62%

54%

53%

39%

29%

26%

22%

5%

61%

41%

24%

marketing/
communication strategy

12%

9%

proofreading

audio production

3%

mobile design

user experience

SEO

13%

55%

copyediting

66%

67%

print procurement

app development

eLearning design/services

virtual reality

other

n=314

fulfillment services

proposal production

¬ Top three services provided by other
departments (not within the creative team/
in-house agency) include social media support,
brand management and video production.

proposal development

other (please specify)

n=318

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES
Speaking in Code
bit.ly/2paVQKv
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85%

ad banners/artwork for sites

Don’t Undervalue
Digital Expertise
bit.ly/1kBboiO
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Top 10 Signs that You May
Need A QA Program
bit.ly/1LJNWIM

SERVICE OFFERINGS

7.+14+1812895A 86+14
42+25+151132

Q: What is the % of team hours spent on digital
projects vs. print projects?

Q: D
 oes your creative team/in-house agency support any
aspect of social media?

23%

more digital
based

90%

10%

80%

20%

70%

14%

39%

no

more print
based

60%

30%

86%
yes

50%

40%

38%

Somewhat equal
between print and
digital

n=325

n=294

Q: Where does social media CONTENT reside within
your company’s organization?
2%

Q: What social media services does the creative
team support? (select all that apply)

2%

other

3%

9937+ 18+ 12+ 14+ 4+

lines of business

99%

external agency

37%

11%

shared across
several
departments

18%

42%

15%

marketing

in-house creative team

communications

verbal content

publishing

12%

14%

25%

graphic content

4%

listening

response

other

n=278

n=317

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES

What Does Social Media Mean for
Marketing Infrastructure?
bit.ly/1mdfWgc

Content Strategy
bit.ly/CScontentstrategy
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SERVICE OFFERINGS

37+63 45+25+30
41+20+1113843

Q: Do you provide video production services?

Q: For which audience does your team create the
MAJORITY of their video work?

33%

more or less equal
between internal and
external audiences

29%
no

41%

external
audience

71%
yes

25%

internal audience

n=324

n=229

Q: H
 ow many dedicated team members support
video services?
4%

>– 11-15

Q: Do you have dedicated video producer roles?

3%
16+

17%

6%

yes

14%

41%

4-5

one

35+4916

6-10

49%
no

11%

three

21%
two

n=226

¬ 38% of teams are supporting video with 3 or more
team members.

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES
Starting a Video Team
bit.ly/1QkJWk9
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35%

yes, though our video
producers are a hybrid of
directors, videographers,
editors and writers
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The Level of AWESOME
bit.ly/1Qi9Vw3

n=222

SERVICE OFFERINGS

Q: Which of the following are FTE roles?
(select all that apply)

Q: W
 hich of the following VIDEO PRODUCTIONspecific services does your department
provide? (select all that apply)

9484+ 73+ 65+ 33+ 30+ 4+
2428+ 26+ 29+ 27+ 27+ 53+ 11+
24%

28%

26%

29%

27%

27%

92%

director

74%

editors

combined producer/
editor (“preditor”)

n=213

61%

video graphic
specialist

31%

videographers
(“shooter”)

53%

11%

80%

producers

29%

hybrid of producer,
editor or videographer

5%

other

video editing

location videography

studio videography

2-D video graphics

webcasting

3-D video graphics

other (please specify)

n=229

53+37+64

Q: D
 o you shoot video with conventional or
DSLR cameras?
5%

6%

other

conventional
cameras

53%

37%

we use both
conventional and
DSLR cameras

DSLR cameras

n=221

¬ 69% use HD and 35% use
4K resolution to shoot and edit in.

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.
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SERVICE OFFERINGS

Q: H
 ow do you most often distribute video
for review? (select all that apply)

Q: W
 hich of the following service offerings do you see
greatly INCREASING in the future for your group?

5141+ 38+ 38+ 34+ 32+ 31+ 30+ 27+ 26+ 25+ 21+ 18+ 18+ 17+ +
2317+ 17+ 16+ 10+ 9+ 6+ 2+ 1+ 0+
23%

59%

online storage & file share

41%

17%

shared drive/server

17%

video distribution systems

38%

marketing/communication strategy

16%

YouTube

38%

web design

10%

FTP site

34%

9%

web-based approval software

32%

6%

email

2%

edit suite

1%

digital asset management tool

infographics

25%

Launch That New Service…
Under the Radar
bit.ly/ZnJif0

2018 In-House Creative Industry Report

brand management

user experience

photography

mobile design

21%

web content management

18%

copywriting (for the web/digital)

18%

copywriting

n=310

RELATED RESOURCES

interactive/multimedia design

31%

26%

Evolving Your Department’s
Service Offerings—The Talent
Question
bit.ly/11FZgRb

graphic design

online video

27%

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

social media support

32%

30%

n=222

36

video production

Partnerships
Partnering with agencies is often in the best interest of the business or organization and your
internal team. So as a leader you must work to take away the fear of bringing in outside expertise
and embrace the possibilities. It is difficult to do everything on your own. Beyond simply sharing the
workload, there are other key reasons to further agency relationships, including keeping up with a
dynamic business environment, “integrated” creative excellence, career development for your team
and efficient delivery.
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PARTNERSHIPS

+7723
+77
23

Q: D
 oes your creative team/in-house agency
partner with external agencies?

Q: W
 hat is the nature of your in-house team’s
working relationship with external agencies?
(select all that apply)

5453+ 30+ 25+ 11+

23%
no

77%
yes

30%

25%

11%

54%

we use them for new ideas,
special projects and skill sets

53%

we use agencies for
overflow, extra capacity

they handle Tier 1 strategy,
we handle the execution

we have a clearly defined and complementary
scope to the agency’s scope

we compete head to head

n=237

It is an industry best practice for an in-house agency to
provide creative oversight of the company’s external
agencies as this drives brand compliance and consistency, as
well as provides the in-house agency insight into future
workstreams.

n=316

¬ The five most common services external agencies provide
are campaign strategy & design, creative strategy, design
execution, video and copywriting.

Q: Does your group partner with offshore/offsite
creative and production services providers?

28%
yes

¬ These creative teams are leveraging offshore/offsite
creative and production services providers for both digital
and traditional services across the spectrum of production
through conceptual work.
¬ 69% of in-house creative leaders are satisfied with the
quality of work from their offshore/offsite partner.

72%
no

n=313

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES
External Agencies Are Not Your
Enemy
bit.ly/2or5qpO

38

Principal Partnership Agencies
(“PPAs”)
bit.ly/2ow8Wk5
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Cracking the Offshoring Nut
bit.ly/1hGtsjG

Outsourcing Approaches
bit.ly/1n11PKc

PARTNERSHIPS

Q: W
 hat are the BENEFITS of working with your
offshore/offsite partner? (select all that apply)

Q: W
 hat are the DRAWBACKS of working with your
offshore/offsite partner? (select all that apply)

6945+ 44+ 9+ 18+
5952+ 46+ 46+ 12+ 4+
59%

52%

12%

4%

additional dedicated resources

69%

specialized skill sets

46%

reduced costs

46%

more hours of business support
(“follow the sun” approach)

45%

44%

9%

brand knowledge continuity

other 1

miscommunication

lack of brand knowledge

poor attention to detail

missed deadlines

18%

other

n=77

n=83

1 Other includes: close to local regional offices, cultural
knowledge and language familiarity

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.
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Global Operations
Firms are taking two approaches with global operations. Some teams are choosing to use a
global approach in low-cost markets to take advantage of cost savings and offer a more “24/5”
approach, while others are serving global creative needs by positioning their teams in global
offices close to their customer base.
For in-house groups with multiple locations, tactically evaluating the benefits and drawbacks of
each location’s operations is critical. Most commonly you will find trends demonstrating a need
for brand continuity, increased cost savings, which leads to shifting more capabilities and roles
to a lower-cost labor market, either domestically or internationally.
Following are challenges to prepare for with global operations:
Technology: 	Remote teams often experience slowness in the shared network, which is
something that may not be able to be improved.
Process: 

	There is a critical need for effective and efficient project hand-offs across
locations. Communication of project details and creative direction is a
constant challenge.

The clock:  	Depending on the global locations, short or nonexistent time zone overlaps
create hurdles in connecting and clarifying, which in turn can negatively
impact turnaround time.
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PERSPECTIVE FROM THE FIELD

Think Locally, Act Globally
There is a growing demand of in-house agencies (IHA) to
expand their services to a global scale with brand continuity
and supporting local business partners as the primary
drivers. Though extremely exciting, much thought and
special considerations need to be taken into account for a
successful expansion and implementation.

The following value drivers must be considered and
communicated when building a global team:

IHA groups first need to self-assess and work towards
ensuring the current group’s fundamental infrastructures
are in place and operating efficiently. Once capabilities have
been established, the IHA must perform a thorough analysis
of the global needs and plan a phased approach of the
group’s expansion to ensure the best structure, processes
and systems are in place. Explore many considerations as
you plan to scale your team globally.

Service & Reporting Model
Creative teams can provide a range of services, which can
be defined as global. It’s important to remain flexible and
approach each opportunity as unique.
•

Full services provided by headquarters who support all
global locations

•

Full services offered at each location with local or
regional clients

•

Partial services provided at each location (volume
dictates whether to staff locally); all services available
at HQ; clients are served via hybrid approach

•

Headquarters utilizes outsourced location for overflow
or specific project-type support (typically an offshored
or outsourced venture)

A reporting model must also be considered:
•

Local roles report into local IHA leadership who report
into HQ IHA

•

Local roles report into local IHA leadership who report
into HQ IHA and local leadership has a dotted line to
regional leadership

•

Complete independence locally with brand standards
managed at HQ

Value Proposition
Global operations develop in one of two ways: acquisition of
existing, independent creative teams and building a team
from scratch. The first requires “selling” the value of
centralization as local clients and leadership are often
suspicious of improved services managed remotely. The
second requires research and building a business case to
determine whether the team will be sustainable.

•

Quality (Brand consistency)

•

Cost savings

•

Timeliness

•

Comparisons to local agency spend

•

Culturally-sensitive output

•

Native language design skills

•

Client collaboration

Organizational Agreement and Support
To execute global expansion, it is critical to have all levels of
support and agreement throughout the organization.
Specific individuals must be identified to take on leadership
roles to establish a successful global IHA.

Market Selection
When building a team from the ground up, market selection
is critical. There are high performing markets per region,
but other reasons to consider specific markets include
company office locations and areas with lower labor costs.

Data Gathering & Needs Analysis
A thorough needs analysis should take place to determine
ease of implementation and true need of services. Include
key individuals from the company’s home offices and all
markets to build trust, alignment and ongoing support.

Language
When operating in a different market, it is important to
recognize and present information to various audiences in
either English or the local language, employing primarily
English in the early stages. At the implementation phase,
communication to stakeholders should be in their local
language. Hence, hiring a strong bilingual staff is essential.
Change management will be the main obstacle, especially if
the local market has no internal group providing services.
Cost savings and efficiencies will be the greatest benefits.
Recognize that scaling globally isn’t simple, so create a plan
with a phased approach. Embrace it and empower your
team to be problem solvers and adapt swiftly. Your plan
should include a customer-centric approach, specialized skill
sets, process modification and improvements and
technology configuration. Only then will you be guaranteed
success in your globalization efforts.

CINDY PONCE

ABOUT
THE
AUTHOR

Cella Practice Lead Cindy Ponce brings more than 20 years of in-house, advertising and marketing
experience. She has successfully built and managed internal agency model organizations globally
and has effectively managed cross-functional teams worldwide. Cindy is a sought-after consultant
for Fortune 500 companies advising on creative operations optimization, agency expansion and
services strategy. She has also delivered presentations at some of the industry’s biggest events,
including HOW’s In-House Manager’s Conference and ANA In-House Agency Days.
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GLOBAL OPERATIONS

Q: A
 t how many locations do your team
members reside?

Q: W
 hat are the primary reasons for international
creative teams? (select all that apply)

8343+ 35+ 30+ 9+ 7363+ 49+ 33+ 30+ 29+ 26+ 13+ 7+ 2+
6714+ 12+ 7+ 7167+ 13+
67%

14%

12%

7%

83%

one central domestic location

to provide more hours of business
support (“follow the sun” approach)

43%

two domestic locations

to take advantage of
low-cost labor market

35%

three or more domestic locations

multiple locations both domestic
and international

to support local
business partners

to support localization/
translation requirements

30%

n=309

9%

¬ 83% of respondents indicated their team was
primarily based in the U.S. Canada was the next
largest headquarters location for respondents.

Q: H
 ow do you manage language support?
(select all that apply)
71%

67%

13%

other

n=23

¬ England and India are the most common non-U.S.
locations when multiple locations of a team exist.

Q: H
 ow do you share files between locations?
(select all that apply)

native speakers

73%

shared intranet/servers

translation agency

63%

email

layout/text characters only

49%

external services such as
Dropbox/Google docs

n=24

33%

¬ Outside of English, the most commonly supported languages
are French and German (54%) and Spanish (50%).

30%

29%

26%

13%

7%

2%

n=100

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.
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virtual project management tool

FTP

Sharepoint site

DAMS

mirrored servers

other (please specify)

file replication

Processes
Standard operating procedures, workflows and systems are usually an afterthought and come into
play when a creative team and in-house agency group’s volume of work is significantly increasing,
and so is its size. But if implemented early, these tools provide transparency, clarity of roles and
responsibilities, automated support and efficiencies, resulting in increased productivity — and a
stronger foundation to support growth.
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56+29+15

PROCESSES

Q: Does your team use creative briefs?

14%
no

56%

yes, for Tier 1 projects
(non-standard, non-iterative,
highly conceptual projects)

29%

yes, for all
projects

n=309

Q: W
 ho meets with the client to scope a new project?
(select all that apply)

Q: W
 ho meets with the client to review iterations?
(select all that apply)

5845+ 37+ 28+ 11+ 13+
6262+ 53+ 34+ 17+ 14+
62%

creative director

62%

lead designer

53%

34%

17%

68%

45%

37%

project manager

28%

account manager

11%

other

14%

n=310

project manager

creative director

account manager

editor

13%

editor

lead designer

other

n=309

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES
Use a Creative Brief or Risk
Creative Grief
bit.ly/2oDnMpu
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What’s the Big Deal
About Tiering?
bit.ly/1kQDJNO
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Getting From Process Definition
to Efficient Process Execution
bit.ly/1R7oPBx

Skipping Quality Control Steps is
a Fool’s Move
bit.ly/2tYxk2L

45+40+15
56+35+9

Q: Are your workflow processes documented?

PROCESSES

Q: W
 hat are the most important criteria considered
to prioritize your group’s assignments?
(average score on a 0–5 scale, in which 0 is not important and
5 is extremely important)

15%

4.10

few, if any, are
documented

3.80

45%

yes, everything
is documented

3.31

40%

some of our
major ones

n=308

yes, with
dedicated
team/resources

9%

35%

56%

no

yes

1.80

deadline

project visibility

client status/hierarchy

project budget

n=306

Q: How often do you survey your clients?

5420+ 10+ 4+ 7+ 4+

Q: D
 o you have a fast-track process in place to
accommodate quick-turn projects?

3.17

strategic importance

54%

20%

annually

10%

4%

7%

4%

never

semi-annually

quarterly

after most projects

after every project

n=305

n=308

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES
Process Documentation—
More Than Just Pretty Pictures
bit.ly/1i8zwpJ

Getting Started With
Process Documentation
bit.ly/1gi2VNA

5 High Impact Hacks to
Immediately Increase
Efficiencies
bit.ly/2pdogjR

Size Doesn’t Matter (when
managing an in-house agency)
bit.ly/2HLCrFz

Using Incremental Changes to
Yield Big Results
bit.ly/2pl6YTA
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Technology
Across the last decade there has been a revolution in supporting technology aimed at
improving the efficiency and effectiveness of creative operations. As these systems
continue to develop to meet our needs they continue to add functionality. But in doing so,
the complexity and the lines of distinction between these systems are blurring making it
more difficult to design the appropriate tech ecosystem for our teams.
Today, we have project management systems (PMS), content management systems (CMS),
document management systems (DMS) and digital asset management (DAM) systems. To
make it more confusing, much of the functionality of these systems overlap. Each of these
systems manage creative assets and workflows but have a different purpose or focus. They
also have unique functionality that can be used in conjunction with other systems to
develop a comprehensive end-to-end solution. When looking for a new system, it can
sometimes be difficult to know where to start if the primary focus or functionality is not
clear.
While technology complexity is increasing, creatives still desire simple, yet aesthetically
pleasing tools with which to work. In this ever-changing environment creatives teams must
learn to adapt and embrace this technological change or be left behind. It is no longer
possible to concentrate only on creative output, we must also concentrate on the delivery
of this output and how it impacts the success of the organization.
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Content Management and Automation

Over the past few years Cella’s consultants and in-house agency staff have
been witnessing an increased emphasis by companies on more effectively
managing and leveraging their content assets and intellectual property.
This initially showed up as a focus on developing best
practices, processes and dedicated resources for
managing content being pushed out through online
Content Management Systems (CMS) platforms. Talent,
usually with editorial expertise, have been recruited
into Content Manager positions. In this role, they
typically both curate content sourced from subject
matter experts and create new content depending on
their level of expertise and the industry they are
working in. The Content Managers can either live within
the department that owns and generates the content,
the company’s marketing department or in a creative
team/in-house agency. In addition to the Content
Managers, some organizations have established
content development teams with the capability to
create graphics, photographic imagery and videos to
accompany content being pushed out on social media.
The other area relevant to in-house agencies that this
first iteration of content management often supports is
the delivery and management of internal corporate
communications. Business units, departments and even
individual teams now establish and maintain a presence
on their company’s intranet. While much of the content
on these sites is static, much of it is dynamic and in
need of curation and updating on a regular basis.

Often the groups who create these team sites rely on
creative teams to design and implement the site and if
they don’t have the internal bandwidth to maintain and
keep the content current, the site owners rely on
outside providers to take this responsibility on as well.
More recently, companies have expanded their content
management efforts to include packaging up
previously developed marketing materials and
communications in a form that can be tapped for other
purposes outside of their original use.
The content assets pulled from source documents are
typically broken up into pieces that can later be mixed
and matched with other assets allowing users more
flexibility in customizing new marketing and
communication materials (think of this as content
Legos). This practice is generally referred to as Content
Automation and the initiative as a Content Factory.
The formatted assets are then housed in a content
database and distribution solution to allow for efficient
searches and access. In highly regulated industries,
these assets are also often pre-vetted to ensure
regulatory and legal compliance, expediting the
process of repurposing the content for new uses.

(continued on next page)
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PERSPECTIVE FROM THE FIELD

Content Management and Automation (cont.)

It’s important to note that this is not what has
sometimes been incorrectly referred to or
considered as digital asset management.
Content assets are typically text-based and
adaptable for inclusion in designed deliverables
that may or may not include images or
graphics. Guidance on how these assets can be
assembled and wedded with visuals often is
provided by the content automation solution.
In-house creative agencies have a unique value
proposition to offer in engaging in and
supporting this new business practice. Most
obviously, in-house groups may have created
the content being formatted and ingested into
content automation tools and therefore be the
best option for assuming the responsibility of
managing the solution.
Even if external third parties developed the
original assets, internal creative teams possess
the functional, regulatory and branding
expertise to efficiently prep and ingest any
content designated for enterprise-wide use.
Some in-house teams even design the solution/
platform itself if they possess a strong digital
development capability.

Another powerful reason for in-house groups to
become a key stakeholder and potential owner
of content automation is the fact that they will
most likely be one of the primary users of the
Content Factory. Clearly, whether or not the
in-house agency drives the content automation
process and manages the solution, they will be
interacting with it since most in-house groups
work on projects that rely on previously created
content and visual assets.
Companies are adopting content automation as
a necessary driver of their communications and
marketing efforts and in-house creative teams
have a big part to play in those initiatives. It’s
critical that internal creative leadership work
their way into the adoption process in its early
stages so they can determine where and how
they can bring the most value and what
organizational and operational enhancements
they’ll need to undertake to support their
assumed role in their company’s content
management and automation efforts.

ANDY EPSTEIN

ABOUT
THE
AUTHOR
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Andy Epstein is an industry thought leader in the field of in-house creative. He currently serves as the Director
of Studio Operation for Cella Solutions where he oversees the operations of three Managed In-House Agencies.
Andy has written and spoken extensively on in-house issues and published “The Corporate Creative,” a book on
in-house design, in partnership with F&W Publications in the spring of 2010. He is a co-founder of InSource, an
association dedicated to providing support to in-house designers and design team managers.
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TECHNOLOGY

Q: Is technology available for your team to work remotely as needed? (select all that apply)

7718+ 16+ 10+ 4+ 5+
77%

18%

yes, we have VPN using
their own computers

16%

yes, taking files home and
using their own computers

yes, we have VPN using
company assets

Instituting remote working environments is not just for disaster
recovery precautions.

Many of The BOSS Group’s clients make use of a remote workforce to
fill niche roles that require a specific skillset that may inhibit onsite
placements with a tightened talent pool available. When they do so
with proper remote management and technology, productivity
increases and output needs are met. – The BOSS Group

yes, through loaner laptops (requiring
work to be uploaded ahead of time)

10%

4%

no

5%

other

n=308

50+15+51069

Q: Who provides technical support for your Macs?

8%

30% are not formerly
supported by the
company’s IT dept.

6%

other

Mac
specialist

5%

third-party
vendor

10%

50%

no one/we do
it ourselves

5%

combination IT
& third party

IT department

15%

combination IT
& ourselves

n=309

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES
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TECHNOLOGY : SOFTWARE & SYSTEMS

Q: D
 oes your team use soft proofing software to
collaborate with clients and collect/track feedback?

3526+ 30+ 9+
35%

26%

sort of, we use Adobe Acrobat’s built-in functionality

30%

9%

¬ Workfront’s Proof is the most commonly
used soft proofing software, followed by
inmotionnow

no

yes, it is part of our project management software

yes, we have stand-alone software/system

n=305

43
32
+
25

Q: D
 oes your team use a digital asset
management system?

25%

yes, we use a
system for our
team/division

42%
no

32%

yes, we use an
enterprise-wide
system

n=308

¬ The most commonly used DAM systems are Adobe Experience
Manager Assets, SharePoint, Widen Media and Workfront.

51+16+303

Q: D
 o you have a dedicated resource managing
your DAM system?
3%

other

30%
no

53%

yes, but it is a
hybrid role with
other functional
responsibilities

16%

yes, we have a
DAM librarian

n=174

69%

have at least a
part-time dedicated
resource

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES
The Changing Landscape of
Digital Asset Management
bit.ly/11HNILO
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Digital Asset Management
Systems: Benefits for In-House
Creative Groups
bit.ly/1QTsjH9
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DAM Systems: Before You Buy
bit.ly/2orrQHn

DAM Implementation Best
Practices
bit.ly/2FKsBal

50+6+44 78+15+7
18+61+183

TECHNOLOGY: SOFTWARE
TECHNOLOGY
& SYSTEMS

Q: Does your team track time?

Q: Does your team use project management software?
7%

no, we use paper tickets
and other manual methods

15%
no

44%

50%

no

56%
of teams
track time

yes, through
a system

78%
yes

6%

yes,
manually

n=307

n=309

Tracking time is an industry best practice and a fundamental
necessity to produce your department’s KPIs.

Q: W
 hich, if any, of these systems does your
team use? (select all that apply)

Q: Do you have a dedicated resource managing your
project management tool?

2511+ 107+ 6+6+65+
25%

11%

10%

7%

Workfront

3%

other

Microsoft SharePoint

Basecamp

18%

yes, we have
a tool
administrator

18%

Jira

no

6%

inmotionnow

6%

Workamajig

6%

SmartSheet

6%

Trello

6%

Wrike

5%

Asana

¬ MetaCommunications, Microsoft
Project, Robohead, ServiceNow,
Adobe Neolane and FunctionFox are
being used by 3% of the respondents.

65%

yes, but it is a hybrid role
with other functional
responsibilities (project
manager, traffic, etc.)

83%

have an assigned
administrator

n=236

n=240

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES
Can Workflow Systems Replace Project
Management and Traffic Management?
bit.ly/1Cam3d5

The Technology Eco-System
for Creative Teams
bit.ly/1CalXSX

Project Management Systems:
Setting Up For Success
bit.ly/1QBOPEp

Tips for Evaluating
Workflow Tools
bit.ly/11ldG7B

The Metrics Minefield
bit.ly/2IA4KIj
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Values &
Challenges of
In-House Teams
Many creative groups stand on the value proposition of being lower cost (whether that is
free or a chargeback rate that is lower than agencies), and while that value will open
doors, it won’t keep them open. It’s extremely important that creative leaders identify
and preach the team’s value outside of cost. Institutional knowledge and shared company
values and goals are other highly recognized values of an in-house group, with the
greatest value being brand knowledge.
Almost regardless of industry, company size and team size, the challenges of creative
leaders are very consistent. Year over year, affecting client behaviors remains the
greatest principal challenge. Resourcing, innovation and skill sets are also top challenges.
Ensure your group’s value proposition by proactively creating a strategic plan with these
challenges in mind.
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VALUES & CHALLENGES OF IN-HOUSE TEAMS

Q: O
 f the provided choices, which are your group’s
greatest challenges?

Q: W
 hich of the following topics provide the greatest
challenge for you as a creative leader? (select top three)

7146+ 37+ 30+ 29+ 25+ 22+ 21+ 14+ 13+ 13+ 10+ 9+ 9+ 8+ 8+ 7+ 4+ 3+
5442+ 35+ 31+ 23+ 12+
53%

46%

38%

33%

20%

11%

71%

resourcing

46%

innovation

37%

skill sets

keeping up with market trends

technology

n=304

career pathing for self and staff

gaining respect from internal clients

30%

value recognition/executive support and buy-in

29%

adequate funding for staff

25%

other

client behaviors (too many revisions, not enough
time to complete work in quality manner)

keeping staff engaged

22%

getting the "good" work (versus agencies)

21%

prioritizing training (for self and/or staff)

14%

technology/Mac support

13%

splinter groups (small creative teams in
other areas of the company)

13%

branding

10%

succession planning

9%

recruiting

9%

adequate funding for
non-personnel costs

8%

compliance processes and requirements

8%

connecting team to the corporate mission

7%

4%

3%

gaining approval for
technology spend

other

retaining staff

n=306

¬ The top five challenges remain the same for the sixth
consecutive year.

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES
Why Does Your In-House Agency
Exist?
bit.ly/2o9XnfO

Building a Successful
Full-Service In-House Agency
Requires Vision
bit.ly/147dgr8

Yes, We Can Be Great
bit.ly/1erRCnu

The New In-House Agency
Success Story: Adapt or Die,
Part One
bit.ly/2pmq3F1
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VALUES & CHALLENGES OF IN-HOUSE TEAMS

Q: W
 hich of the following do your internal clients
recognize as part of your value proposition?
(select all that apply)

9181+ 78+ 75+ 68+ 66+ 50+ 35+ 32+ 2+ 3329+ 21+ 9+ 4+ 4+
91%

historical knowledge of
products/deliverables

81%

shared values/goals for
company

78%

75%

68%

66%

50%

35%

32%

2%

brand knowledge

cost savings

speed/cycle time

high-end creative quality

compliance/legal
requirements knowledge

innovativeness

low error rates

other

n=308

Q: Are internal clients required to use your group?
33%

29%

21%

no, but most come through us anyway

¬ 36% of creative leaders responded that other creative groups
exist within their company.

yes

When multiple groups exist, other variables need to be considered
and sorted out, such as clarity on the groups’ services, who to
initiate a project with and how the groups collectively function.

for some projects/certain types of work

9%

no, and it causes us challenges

4%

no, but they must go through us to use an agency

4%

no

n=399

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

How do your clients really view
your in-house creative team?
bit.ly/2nJ9swq
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Building the Foundation for
Improved Client Interactions
bit.ly/2pmiIFw
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The Jujitsu Approach to Client
Management
bit.ly/2IzseNz

Creative Leader
Though 74% of in-house creative leaders are mostly or extremely satisfied in
their current roles, almost half responded that career pathing for themselves
and their teams is one of their greatest challenges. It’s not surprising to learn
that almost 30% of creative leaders aren’t confident in the job market for roles
similar to the ones they are in.
Although creative teams and in-house agencies are on the rise — both in size
and number — there still aren’t an abundance of them, let alone open senior
roles. So for the 61% of leaders who responded that their next career move
could most likely be another in-house creative group, they may be looking at
relocation or alternative options.

www.cellaconsulting.com • www.thebossgroup.com
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CREATIVE LEADER

3+12+212440 9+23+311720

Q: H
 ow long have you worked for your current
employer?

Q: H
 ow much longer do you expect to stay with your
current employer?

3%

≤1

year

12%

19%

1-2 years

9%

≤1

year

10+ years

40%

23%

10+ years

21%

3-5 years

3-5 years

n=306

Q: W
 hat departments outside of the creative team/
in-house agency have you worked within at your
current company? (select all that apply)

6827+ 13+ 3+ 7+ 12+
27%

13%

3%

I’ve only worked in the creative
team/in-house agency

marketing

communications

sales

7%

IT

12%

other

n=304

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES
The In-House Employment
Advantage
bit.ly/Y7pcqA

56

Positioning Creative Managers
for Greater Success
bit.ly/2FQFNXi
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17%

6-10 years

31%

24%

6-10 years

68%

1-2 years

n=298

CREATIVE LEADER

17+57+12104

Q: How satisfied are you in your current role?

5130+ 13+ 6+

4%

actively looking

12%

passively
looking

Q: H
 ow confident are you in the job market and
opportunities available for someone in your role?

17%

extremely
satisfied

10%

neutral

52%

mostly confident

29%

not confident

15%

highly confident

4%

do not know

n=255

57%

mostly
satisfied

74%

are satisfied in
their current roles
n=306

Q: Y
 our next career move would most likely be?
(select all that apply)

Q: In what discipline is the majority of
your background and experience?

5421+ 8+ 7+ 6+ 2+
5411+ 7+ 12+ 16+
61%

10%

4%

56%

other in-house creative teams

within marketing (but not within the creative team)

21%

14%

none of the above

11%

creative operations

8%

external agencies

other

n=301

¬ Self-employment and retirement were
the most popular “other” responses.

other (please specify)

7%

account services

6%

marketing

2%

creative director - design/media
(print, digital, video, photography)

creative director - copywriting

n=303

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

RELATED RESOURCES
Career Pathing for Creatives –
Is There Life After Corporate Creative?
bit.ly/R9Aad5

Tips for Creative Leaders
Looking for New Jobs
bit.ly/1EeV9OY
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Appendix
Survey Participant
Demographics
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APPENDIX

SURVEY PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS
Survey responses were filtered to represent only responses by in-house creative leaders. To
identify leadership-level responses we filtered titles per the chart below. Responses were
further narrowed down to eliminate duplicate responses and ensure one unique response per
company and/or each in-house agency residing within an organization.

Q: W
 hich of the following best
describes your title?

creative/marketing services manager

27%

creative director

22%

director/business unit head

18%

design/production manager

9%

operations manager/director

8%

vice president

7%

art director

6%

other management role

4%

n=434

Q: P
 lease identify your company’s/
organization’s annual revenue.

education, government, not-for-profit

17%

< $250M

15%

$250M–$999M

19%

$1B–$5B

16%

$5B–$10B

8%

$10B–$30B

12%

> $30B

11%

did not provide

3%

n=434
¬ 31% of respondents are from the Fortune 500 or
have an equivalent annual revenue.

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.
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APPENDIX

INDUSTRIES REPRESENTED

aerospace/defense

2%

associations, events & tradeshows

2%

automotive/transportation

2%

banking/financial services

9%

consulting/professional services

5%

consumer products

6%

education

7%

education services

1%

energy

1%

food/food services

3%

government

2%

health care

10%

insurance

4%

legal

2%

manufacturing

7%

marketing/advertising

2%

media and entertainment

2%

not-for-profit

7%

pharmaceuticals

2%

real estate

1%

retail

3%

retail: fashion/apparel

2%

sports and fitness

1%

technology and software

telecommunications

1%

travel, hospitality & leisure

3%

utilities

1%

other

2%

n=434

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.
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Maximize the
Performance
of Your
Creative Team
When you’re looking to build a new in-house agency, address
your existing in-house creative agency’s challenges, or transition
from good to great, hire the experts.
Cella is the leading consultancy and workforce solutions provider
dedicated to in-house creative agencies and teams. Our deep
industry expertise makes us experts at the core practice of
managing and operating in-house creative studios to enable
business success.
Services Include

managed in-house
studio solutions

*NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT EQUAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.

consulting
engagements

professional
development programs

Learn how to optimize your in-house agency operations.
Contact us at 301.280.0313 or visit www.cellaconsulting.com
Positioning In-House Creative Teams forwww.cellaconsulting.com
Success

• www.thebossgroup.com
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®

POSITIONING IN-HOUSE CREATIVE TEAMS FOR SUCCESS

The BOSS Group is an award-winning
staffing agency dedicated exclusively to
providing creative, marketing and digital
talent. We have been supplying temporary,
temp-to-hire, direct hire and managed
staffing solutions to leading organizations
across every industry sector for 30 years.
The company is the only creative staffing
agency to receive lnavero’s Best of Staffing
Awards for eight consecutive years. We are a
certified Women’s Business Enterprise and a
member of the BLR Holdings family of
companies.
Learn more about The BOSS Group at
thebossgroup.com.

Cella optimizes creative operations for some
of the world’s largest companies and
best-known brands. We are experts at the
core practice of managing and operating
creative team/in-house agencies, while
supporting their ability to adapt to an
ever-changing business environment
through our consulting services and
professional development programs. Cella is
a certified Women’s Business Enterprise and
a member of the BLR Holdings family of
companies.
Learn more and read our blog at
cellaconsulting.com.

Visit creativeindustryreport.com
to download a PDF version of this report and
find out more about The BOSS Group and Cella.

Special thanks to our exclusive sponsor of
the 2018 In-House Creative Industry Report.
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